Wall Packs with or without
automation. Daylight sensor or
occupancy sensor which have a low
burn while empty and a high burn
when occupied for added security
and energy savings

Area Lighting and Parking Lots are easily
converted to LED. Pole mount, slip fitter or
wall mounts are available. Custom brackets
for dual, triple or quad arrangement.
Different fixture and color temperatures are
available. Utilizing the smart technology built
in to the luminary - daylight harvesting and
occupancy sensing is easy, affordable and
green.

Low Bays and High Bays are Explosion
Proof, NSF rated or a standard fixture as
shown are readily available. Color
temperature , lumens and connection
methods are customizable to your needs.
Integration of sensors is easy and saves
energy.

Stick Lighting and Tri-Proofs are a
cost effective, durable and
economical solution. Color
temperatures go up to 6,500K for a
bright white color. Linkable means
only 1 power feed for multiple lights.

Offie Panels are edge lit and provide a
“dot free” glow. 1x4, 2x4 and 2x2
sizes fit into standard drop ceilings.
Available with and without built in
battery back up. Suspension kits and
frames available.
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Custom Spectra Lighting offers lighting products to meet your
demanding requirements. Explosion Proof, NSF Approved,
Parking and Area Lighting, Wall Packs, Office Panels and Stick
Lighting to name a few. Check out our web site or contact us to
find out more.

www.CustomSpectraLighting.com

Custom Spectra Lighting provides
speciality systems and light carts.
Used in automotive inspection for
paint defects, these lights emit a
98% CRI for amazing results in
inspection.

CRI and What it Means to You
The higher the CRI the better clarity you get. If you
need to see detail, than a higher CRI light is required.
Foot Candles or Lux provide the amount of light needed.
A high CRI light does not provide more light, it provides
better clarity.

What is Foot candles and Lux?
A foot candle is a unit of illuminance, or light energy, produced by one lumen hitting a onesquare-foot area. It literally means the amount of light on a surface one foot from a standard
candle. One lux is equal to one lumen per square meter, so 10 lux is equal to about one foot
candle.
For perspective, illuminances produced by daylight cover a broad range, from 150,000 lux on a
sunny day in the summer to 1,000 lux on a gray, overcast day in winter. The typical illuminance
that results from moonlight is about 0.3 lux.
When considering lighting applications, illuminance is used to measure the amount of light
reaching an object such as a desk or wall.
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